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In a previous study@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.108, 1290 ~2000!# the acoustic impedance difference
between intercostal tissue and lung was evaluated as a possible explanation for the enhanced lung
damage with increased hydrostatic pressure, but the hydrostatic-pressure-dependent impedance
difference alone could not explain the enhanced occurrence of hemorrhage. In that study, it was
hypothesized that the animal’s breathing pattern might be altered as a function of hydrostatic
pressure, which in turn might affect the volume of air inspired and expired. The acoustic impedance
difference between intercostal tissue and lung would be affected with altered lung inflation, thus
altering the acoustic boundary conditions. In this study, 12 rats were exposed to 3 volumes of lung
inflation ~inflated: approximately tidal volume;half-deflated: half-tidal volume; deflated: lung
volume at functional residual capacity!, 6 rats at 8.6-MPain situ peak rarefactional pressure~MI of
3.1! and 6 rats at 16-MPain situpeak rarefactional pressure~MI of 5.8!. Respiration was chemically
inhibited and a ventilator was used to control lung volume and respiratory frequency. Superthreshold
ultrasound exposures of the lungs were used~3.1-MHz, 1000-Hz PRF, 1.3-ms pulse duration, 10-s
exposure duration! to produce lesions. Deflated lungs were more easily damaged than half-deflated
lungs, and half-deflated lungs were more easily damaged than inflated lungs. In fact, there were no
lesions observed in inflated lungs in any of the rats. The acoustic impedance difference between
intercostal tissue and lung is much less for the deflated lung condition, suggesting that the extent of
lung damage is related to the amount of acoustic energy that is propagated across the pleural surface
boundary. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1436068#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Cs, 43.80.Gx, 43.80.Jz@FD#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of work has been published
garding lung hemorrhage caused by ultrasound.1–21 There is
agreement that gas in the lung plays a role in the ultrasou
induced damage mechanism, and that the mechanism is
thermal. A distinction needs to be made between mechan
involving large gas bodies, such as gas in the alveoli of
lung ~38–49mm!,22–24 and classical inertial cavitation tha
involves small microbubbles as nuclei~radii on the order of
1 mm or less!.25 Evidence has been slowly accumulating th
suggests that the mechanism of damage in the lung may
be inertial cavitation. There seems to be no dependenc
whether the positive or negative components of the ul
sonic pulse cause lithotripter-induced lung damage; howe
inertial cavitation is associated with negative pressure.26 The
frequency dependence may not be the same as that as
ated with effects due to the presence of contrast agents
quite clearly nucleate inertial cavitation.27 The hydrostatic
1102 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 111 (2), February 2002 0001-4966/2002
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pressure dependence of ultrasound-induced lung hemorr
in mice is not the same as that associated with effects du
inertial cavitation.17 Likewise, there is evidence that sugges
the mechanism of damage in rat lung may be iner
cavitation.9,28 However, the goal of this contribution is not t
strengthen or weaken the arguments for or against ine
cavitation; the debate will probably continue for som
time.29–32 The goal is to inform the community of an inte
esting nonthermal observation that affects the degree
ultrasound-induced lung damage.

The study reported herein was motivated by an intere
ing finding that showed that the amount of lung damage w
greater under increased hydrostatic pressure.17 The acoustic
impedance difference between intercostal tissue and l
was evaluated as a possible explanation for the enhan
lung damage with increased hydrostatic pressure,
hydrostatic-pressure-dependent impedance difference a
could not explain the enhanced effects on hemorrhage
/111(2)/1102/8/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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that study, it was hypothesized that the mouse’s breath
pattern might be altered as a function of hydrostatic press
which in turn, might affect the volume of air inspired an
expired by the mouse. With altered lung inflation, the aco
tic impedance difference between intercostal tissue and
would be affected thus affecting the acoustic boundary c
ditions. This brief report describes an experiment and so
simple acoustic theory to provide insight into the mechan
of ultrasound-induced lung hemorrhage underin vivo condi-
tions in which rats were subjected to three levels of lu
inflation during ultrasound exposure.

II. ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Exposimetry

The exposimetry and calibration procedures have b
described previously in detail17,18 Ultrasonic exposures wer
conducted using one focused, 51-mm-diameter, lithium n
bate ultrasonic transducer~Valpey Fisher, Hopkinton, MA!.
Water-based~distilled water, 22 °C! pulse-echo ultrasonic
field distribution measurements were performed accordin
established procedures33 and yielded a center frequency o
3.1 MHz, a fractional bandwidth of 15%, a focal length of 5
mm, a 26-dB focal beamwidth of 610mm, and a26-dB
depth of focus of 5.9 mm.

An automated procedure described previously was u
routinely to calibrate the ultrasound field.17,18,34–36 The
source transducer was mounted in a water tank~degassed
water, 22 °C! and its drive voltage was supplied by
RAM5000 ~Ritec, Inc., Warwich, RI!. Calibrations were per-
formed with a PVDF calibrated hydrophone~Marconi Model
Y-34-6543, Chelmsford, UK!. The in situ ~at the pleural sur-
face! pressure values were estimated using linear theory f
procedures previously described.18 They were estimated
from measuredin vitro peak rarefactional pressure of 10
and 18.9 MPa~s.d.’s50.5 and 1.2 MPa,n513!, measuredin
vitro peak compressional pressure of 21.9 and 46.5 M
~s.d.’s51.9 and 1.6 MPa,n513!, an intercostal tissue attenu
ation coefficient of 1.1 dB/cm MHz,37 and a mean chest wa
thickness of 4.05 mm~s.d.50.09 mm,n512!. The two in
situ peak rarefactional pressures,pr ( in situ) , were 8.6 and 16
MPa and the respectivein situ peak compressional pressure
pc( in situ) , were 18 and 40 MPa. For comparison to a qu
tity that appears on the display of diagnostic ultrasou
equipment,35 the Mechanical Indices were 3.1 and 5.6, a
were determined according to the procedures specified by
standard.18,35These exposure levels were known to be sup
threshold values based on previous studies18–20 where ultra-
sound exposures were conducted on normal-breathing
mals.

B. Animals

The experimental protocol was approved by the cam
Laboratory Animal Care Advisory Committee and satisfi
all University of Illinois and NIH rules for the humane use
laboratory animals. Animals were housed in an AAALAC
approved animal facility, placed in groups of three or four
polycarbonate cages with beta-chip bedding and wire
lids, and provided food and waterad libitum.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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Twelve 230-g~s.d.510 g! 10-to-11 week-old Sprague
Dawley rats~Harlan, Indianapolis, IN! were initially anesthe-
tized with an intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine~87 mg/
kg! and Rompun~13 mg/kg!. The rats were randomly
assigned to one of three ultrasound exposure groups: sha~2
rats!, pr ( in situ)58.6 MPa~6 rats! andpr ( in situ)516 MPa~6
rats!. Additional doses of anesthetic were administered up
evidence of foot withdrawal to noxious paw pinch. The i
dividuals involved in animal handling, exposure, necrop
and lesion scoring were blinded to the exposure conditio

The skin of the left thorax and ventral neck was shav
with an electric clipper. A cannula~PE-10, Clay Adams,
Franklin Lakes, NJ! was placed into the right external jugu
lar vein through a ventral midline incision in the neck f
injection of supplemental anesthetic and paralytic agent,
a tracheotomy was also performed. Following the surgi
preparation, the anesthetized rats rested for approximatel
min during which time preparation for ultrasound exposu
was completed. A depilatory agent~Nair,® Carter-Wallace,
Inc., New York, NY! was used on the skin of the left thora
to maximize sound transmission. Three black dots w
placed on the skin over the intercostal spaces between
fourth and fifth ribs, sixth and seventh ribs, and eighth a
ninth ribs to guide the positioning of the ultrasonic bea
The center-to-center rib spacing of rats this size is abou
mm,37 and thus the distance between each black dot wa
cm. The beamwidth at the pleural surface was 610mm, thus
preventing the overlapping of exposures. Respiration w
suspended by paralyzing the animals with an intraven
injection of gallamine triethiodide~5–10 mg/kg, Sigma, St
Louis!. Each rat was also placed on a ventilator~Model
CTE-930 ventilator, CWE, Inc., Ardmore, PA! at a respira-
tory rate of 60 breaths/min and a tidal volume of appro
mately 4 mL with 100% oxygen. Total experimental tim
following paralysis was not longer than the effective dose
gallamine nor longer than the effective dose time of the
esthetic. Body temperature was maintained at 36.5–37.5
via a heating pad and radiant heat lamp.

Anesthetized rats were placed in right lateral recu
bancy and a stand-off tank~degassed water; 30 °C! posi-
tioned in contact with the skin~Fig. 1!. The circular trans-
ducer holder was visually centered above each black dot.
transducer was placed in the holder that was in the stand

FIG. 1. Photograph showing the rat in right lateral recumbancy with
water-filled stand-off tank positioned in contact with the skin. The arr
points to the 3.1-MHz transducer.
1103O’Brien et al.: Lung acoustic boundary conditions
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tank. The low-power~in vivo peak rarefactional pressure o
0.4 MPa,in vivo peak compressional pressure of 0.5 MP
pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz, Mechanical Index
0.13! pulse-echo capability of the exposure syste
~RAM5000, Ritec, Inc., Warwick, RI! displayed on an oscil-
loscope was used to adjust the axial center of the focal re
to within 1 mm of the lung surface. Thus the ultrasonic be
was approximately perpendicular to the skin at the posit
of the black dot with the beam’s focal region at the late
surface of the lung, and approximately normal to the lun
pleural surface. This alignment procedure was repeated
each exposure.

For each rat, the same ultrasound exposure condit
were used at each exposure site. The volume of pulmon
inflation was varied for each rat. Three lung-inflation con
tions were utilized in each rat. The second ultrasound ex
sure of the three was with the lung inflated. The first a
third exposures were randomized either with the lung
flated or half-deflated. In a previous rat study38 five adjacent
lesions of equal size were created using the same su
threshold exposure conditions. Also, the same 3.1-M
transducer used herein was used for this previous study.
exposure sites were located in the five adjacent interco
spaces between the fourth and ninth ribs. This suggested
sensitivity across the lung surface does not change. Th
fore, randomizing the location of the three exposure s
was not considered necessary.

Lung inflation was generated by attaching a 10-cc
ringe to the tracheotomy tube after which air was pushed
the lungs. Two volumes of lung inflation~6 mL for the larger
volume and 3 mL for the smaller volume! were generated to
test for ultrasound-induced damage. Tidal volume for ve
lation of rats was estimated from the allometric equat
Tidal Volume57.69M1.04 ~Ref. 39! where M equals the mas
of the animal in grams and tidal volume is expressed in m
Tidal volume for each rat was estimated prior to the exp
ment and the volume of inspired air was adjusted on
ventilator. In all cases, the maximal inspired volume~2
3tidal volume! was well under vital capacity of the lungs39

so as to prevent overinflation lung damage. The larger l
inflation volume was approximately 20% greater than ti
volume~TV! and the smaller lung inflation volume was 60
less than tidal volume~HTV!. The lung inflation state was
held constant for the duration of the ultrasound exposure~10
s!. The smallest lung volume was achieved by detaching
ventilator from the tracheotomy tube and allowing the lun
to assume a volume at functional residual capacity~FRC!.
During all states of lung inflation a distinct apnea was as
ciated with the ultrasound exposure period as determined
lack of chest wall movement.

Following the ultrasound exposure procedures, rats w
euthanized under anesthesia by cervical dislocation. The
rax was opened and the thickness of each left thoracic
~skin, rib cage, and parietal pleura! was measured at the poin
of exposure over the middle black dot using a digital m
crometer~accuracy: 10mm!. These chest wall measuremen
were used for later calculation of thein situ ultrasonic pres-
sures at the visceral pleural surface. Lungs were remo
rinsed in 0.9% sodium chloride, examined grossly for
1104 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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presence or absence of lesion~s!, and then photographed dig
tally. Each lung was placed in a sterile 50-mL clear polyp
pylene centrifuge tube and was fixed by immersion in 10
neural-buffered formalin for a minimum of 24 h. After tota
fixation, the elliptical dimensions of lung lesions at the v
ceral pleural surface were measured with a digital microm
ter ~accuracy: 10mm!, where ‘‘a’’ was the length of the
semi-major axis and ‘‘b’’ was the length of the semi-mino
axis. The lesions were then bisected and the depth ‘‘d’’ of the
lesion within the lung was measured. In animals where
depth of the lesion was not visually discernible, the de
was determined from measurements made on histologic
tions with a slide micrometer. The surface area (pab) and
volume (pabd/3) of the lesion were calculated for each an
mal. Each half of the bisected lesion was embedded in
affin, sectioned at 5mm, stained with hematoxylin and eosin
and evaluated microscopically.

III. APPLICATION ACOUSTIC THEORY

The acoustic impedance of the intercostal tissue
lung was evaluated to understand the acoustic propagatio
and across the boundary. Figure 2 defines the boundary.
previous study,17 hydrostatic-pressure changes along co
not explain the enhanced effects on lung hemorrhage. It
thus speculated that if the mouse’s breathing pattern w
altered as a function of hydrostatic pressure, and this a
ation affected the volume of air inspired and expired, then
increase in the power transmitted into lung might occ
Therefore, for the study reported herein, the rat’s inspirat
was controlled, and thus the amount of air in the lung w
the main experimental variable.

A planar boundary was assumed between intercostal
sue and lung with the incident ultrasonic field in the inte

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the interface zone between intercostal ti
and lung~not to scale!. The innermost layer of the intercostal tissue with
the thoracic cavity is covered with parietal pleural. The lung is covered
visceral pleura~thick black line! and the two pleural layers glide over eac
other during the respiratory cycle. The space~thoracic cavity—arrow 1!
between the two pleura layers is under negative pressure. The visceral p
contains blood-filled capillaries~B! lined by a single layer of endothelia
cells ~open rectangles!. The alveolus~air-filled! is separated from blood in
the capillary by a single trilaminar membrane called the air–blood bar
~arrow 2!. This barrier is formed by type 1 alveolar epithelial cells~filled
rectangles!, basement membrane, and capillary endothelial cells. It can m
sure as thin as 100 nm in some areas. Acoustic boundary conditions
exist and play a role in ultrasound-induced lung hemorrhage at the air-b
barrier ~arrow 2!. I5incident sound; R5reflected sound; T5transmitted
sound.
O’Brien et al.: Lung acoustic boundary conditions
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costal tissue and the ultrasonic beam axis normal to
boundary. Lung was modeled as two components consis
of air and parenchyma where the lung’s density is

r lung5xairrair1xparenchymarparenchyma, ~1!

the lung’s adiabatic bulk modulus is

Blung5xairBair1xparenchyma
3.5 Bparenchyma, ~2!

and the volume fractions of air and parenchyma sum to un
that is,xair1xparenchyma51. This model was selected becau
it fit the experimental measurements of reflection coeffici
versus lung inflation in the fixed lungs of dogs at 2.4 MHz40

and the experimental measurements of propagation spe
one lung inflation in fresh lungs of dogs at 2.25 MHz.41 The
fit to these published measurements yieldedrair

51.21 kg/m3, rparenchyma5600 kg/m3, Bair5142 kPa, and
Bparenchyma51 GPa forxair50.31, and, in turn, yieldedr lung

5414 kg/m3 andBlung5273 MPa. Propagation speed is d
termined from

clung5ABlungr lung, ~3!

and acoustic impedance is determined from

zlung5Ar lungBlung. ~4!

These fit values agreed well with published results. The
reflection coefficient value relative to 1.5 Mrayl was27.7
dB; the published values were between22 and 24 dB.40

The fit and published41 lung propagation speed values we
812 m/s.

FIG. 3. ~a! Adiabatic bulk modulus, propagation speed, characteristic ac
tic impedance, and density of lung as a function of volume fraction of ai
the lung. These curves were calculated from Eqs.~2!, ~3!, ~4!, and ~1!,
respectively.~b! Sound power reflection coefficient and sound power tra
mission coefficient as a function of volume fraction of air in the lung. The
curves were calculated from Eqs.~5! and ~6!, respectively.~c! Particle ve-
locity amplitude and acoustic pressure amplitude near the lung surface
function of volume fraction of air in the lung. These curves were calcula
from Eqs.~8! and ~7!, respectively.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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The density and adiabatic bulk modulus of lung@from
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#, along with their propagation speed an
characteristic acoustic impedance@from Eqs.~3! and~4!# are
graphed@Fig. 3~a!# as a function of the amount of air in lung
The four constant quantities used in Eqs.~1! and ~2! were
rair51.21 kg/m3, rparenchyma5600 kg/m3, Bair5142 kPa,
and Bparenchyma51 GPa, and the one variable was 0<xair

<1 wherexparenchyma512xair .
The power reflection coefficient (Rp) and power trans-

mission coefficient (Tp) were determined to assess th
power transfer at the intercostal tissue-lung boundary. At n
mal incidence to the planar boundary, these quantities~which
are the same as the intensity reflection and transmission
efficients at normal incidence! are given by

Rp5S zlung2zintercostal tissue

zlung1zintercostal tissue
D 2

, ~5!

Tp5
4zlungzintercostal tissue

~zlung1zintercostal tissue!
2 , ~6!

wherezintercostal tissueis 1.54 Mrayl. The power reflection an
transmission coefficients are graphically shown as a func
of the amount of air in lung in Fig. 3~b!.

It had been previously hypothesized that because
lung boundary acts as an acoustic pressure-release sur
and if constructive interference occurred near to the lu
surface, then there would be a significant increase in pres
in situ.9,42 Though it is particle velocity that is a maximum
right at the lung surface at a pressure-release surface
pressure is significantly increased only one quarter o
wavelength into the intercostal tissue from that surface,
their idea has merit and is evaluated. The acoustic pres
(p0) and particle velocity (u0) amplitudes in the intercosta
tissue and near the lung surface where constructive inte
ence can be presumed are given by

p05~11R!pin situ , ~7!

u05~12R!
pin situ

zintercostal tissue
, ~8!

s-

-
e

s a
d

FIG. 4. Rat lung~R1694!. Lung was exposed at superthreshold condition~in
situ peak rarefactional pressure of 16 MPa! to ensure the formation of le-
sions. Arrows represent foci of lung hemorrhage caused by ultrasound
posure. The hemorrhage~depth52.60 mm; area52.54 mm2; volume52.20
mm3! labeled by the right arrow~cranial most exposure! occurred when the
lung was exposed under the ‘‘half-deflated’’ state. The hemorrhage~depth
52.92 mm; area512.96 mm2; volume512.61 mm3! labeled by the left ar-
row ~caudal most exposure! occurred when the lung was exposed under t
‘‘deflated’’ state. The region of lung between the two areas of hemorrha
which had no lesion, was exposed to ultrasound when the lung was u
the ‘‘inflated’’ state.
1105O’Brien et al.: Lung acoustic boundary conditions
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FIG. 5. Lesion occurrence, depth, su
face area, and volume as a function
the three states of lung inflation~de-
flated, half-deflated, inflated!. The four
left-hand panels are for anin situ
peak rarefactional pressure of 8.
MPa. The four right-hand panels ar
for an in situ peak rarefactional pres-
sure of 16 MPa.
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wherepin situ is the in situ ~at the pleural surface! acoustic
pressure amplitude, andR is the sound pressure reflectio
coefficient at normal incidence given by

R5
zlung2zintercostal tissue

zlung1zintercostal tissue
. ~9!

The acoustic pressure and particle velocity amplitudes r
tive to values for the incident wave@from Eqs.~7! and ~8!#
are shown graphically as a function of the amount of air
lung in Fig. 3~c!.

IV. RESULTS

A. Gross and histological observations

A red-to-dark elliptical area of hemorrhage that form
along the pathway of the ultrasound beam was visible on
visceral pleural surface~Fig. 4!. The hemorrhage assumed
conical shape whose base opposed the visceral pleural
face and whose apex extended into subjacent lung pa
chyma to varied depths within the lung. Microscopically, t
1106 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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lesion was alveolar hemorrhage; alveolar septa did not
pear injured. The principle tissue affected was the microv
culature.

B. Lesion occurrence and size

Lesion occurrence is related to the degree of inflat
wherein there are a greater number of lesions for FRC v
ume ~deflated lung state!, fewer lesions for HTV~half-
deflated lung state!, and no lesions for the TV lung volum
~inflated lung state!. Lesion occurrence was also related
pr ( in situ ~Fig. 5! wherein there were a greater number
lesions at the higherpr ( in situ) value compared to the lowe
pr ( in situ) value.

Lesion size~depth, surface area, and volume! had a
similar pattern as that for lesion occurrence~Fig. 5!. Lesion
size was larger for the higherpr ( in situ) value~16 MPa! com-
pared to the lowerpr ( in situ) value ~8.6 MPa!. Lesion size
was also related to the degree of inflation wherein the lesi
were largest for the deflated lung state@mean~SEM! depth:
1.11~0.50! and 1.74~0.48! mm for 8.6 and 16 MPa, respec
tively; mean area ~SEM!: 4.48~2.15! and 7.59~2.51!
O’Brien et al.: Lung acoustic boundary conditions
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mm2 for 8.6 and 16 MPa, respectively#, intermediate in size
for the half-deflated lung state@mean ~SEM! depth:
0.60~0.38! and 1.16~0.52! mm for 8.6 and 16 MPa, respec
tively; mean area~SEM!: 1.72~1.60! and 3.97~2.15! mm2 for
8.6 and 16 MPa, respectively#, and were not initiated unde
the inflated lung state. A single-factor ANOVA yielded n
statistically significant differences for lesion size at the low
pr ( in situ) value ~depth: p50.13; area:p50.15; volume:
p50.12!. However, a single-factor ANOVA yielded margin
ally statistically significant differences for lesion size at t
higher pr ( in situ) value ~depth: p50.03; area:p50.04; vol-
ume:p50.07!.

V. DISCUSSION

The magnitude of the acoustic pressure was selected
this study with the intent that it would be large enough
ensure that an ultrasound-induced lesion was produced e
time. Thein situ peak rarefactional pressures of 8.6 and
MPa ~in situ peak compressional pressure of 18 and 40 M
respectively! were based on our previous findings.18–20

These values bracket the peakin situ rarefactional pressure
of 11 MPa at which the percentage of rats with lesions w
80% at an ultrasonic frequency of 2.8 MHz and 10-s ex
sure duration in normal breathing animals. We recogni
that in situ peak rarefactional pressures of 8.6 and 16 M
were considerably greater than those allowed under cur
regulations.43 At these in situ peak rarefactional pressure
the equivalent Mechanical Indices were 3.1 and 5.6, whe
the regulatory limit is 1.9 for diagnostic ultrasound equ
ment that falls under FDA control. Our purpose was to eva
ate the effect of lung inflation at superthreshold expos
conditions.

At the lower pr ( in situ) value ~8.6 MPa!, the two mea-
sured lesion quantities, depth, and area, were not sig
cantly different whereas, at the higherpr ( in situ) value ~16
MPa!, these two quantities were significantly different. Th
demonstrated that aspr ( in situ) increases, there was increas
lesion size separation.

The 3.1-MHz results reported herein are directly co
pared to one of our previous studies in which we conduc
an exposure-effect study at two frequencies~2.8 and 5.8
MHz! with normal breathing adult ICR mice and Spragu
Dawley rats~Fig. 6!.18 The 2.8- and 5.6-MHz exposure con
ditions for the previous study were similar to the 3.1-MH
exposure conditions used herein~1-kHz PRF, 10-s exposur
duration!. In that previous study, there were no differences
occurrence~percentage! of lesions with either species or u
trasound frequency. Also, there was no dependence on
quency for either lesion depth or area, although there wa
small dependence on species for lesion area. Lesion oc
rences for the FRC state~deflated lung state! were about the
same as those for the previous study. Lesion occurrence
the HTV state~half-deflated lung state! were less than thos
for the previous study. Lesion size~depth, surface area, an
volume! for the deflated and half-deflated lung states
peared to bracket the comparable results for the nor
breathing mice and rats. These observations show that
lesions are not caused when the lungs are inflated at just
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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tidal volume, but occur when the lung is less inflated. In fa
comparisons of the results reported herein to the nor
breathing animal results suggest that the lesions occur
grow in normal breathing animals in a similar manner
lung inflation between FRC and HTC lung volumes.

Further, the extent to which lung lesions occur is i
versely related to the acoustic impedance difference betw
intercostal tissue and lung. When the lung’s acoustic imp
ance is more closely matched to the intercostal tissue, m
lesions are produced and the sound power transmission
efficient is larger. And, a greater impedance difference p
duces fewer lesions and has a smaller sound power trans
sion coefficient. This finding suggests that the lesion ca

FIG. 6. Lesion occurrence, depth, surface area, and volume as a functi
the in situ peak rarefactional pressure that compare the inflation-depen
data reported herein~large diamonds! to the previously published normal
breathing mice and rates data~Ref. 18!.
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may be due to some kind of an energy-based mechan
within and near the lung’s surface since the extent to wh
the lesions occur is directly related to the sound power tra
mission coefficient. Also, for all three lung inflation state
air is present in the lung, and yet, at tidal volume no lesio
are produced.

The findings reported herein address the suggestion
forth earlier6,42 that because the lung boundary acts as
acoustic pressure-release surface, a significant increas
particle velocityin situ near the lung surface might produc
the lung hemorrhage. This suggestion is not plausible for
following reasons. A pressure-release surface would be
proached when the lung is inflated~volume fraction of air in
lung approaches unity!. Under a more inflated lung state
where the lung’s volume fraction of air is close to unity a
the particle velocity in tissues adjacent the lung is great
no lung hemorrhage resulted. The lung hemorrhage incre
as the lung’s volume fraction of air decreased and was
greatest at the lowest volume fraction of air.

Finally, the relative geometry between the beam and
lung surface is considered for the three inflation states.
transducer alignment occurs while the ventilator is breath
for the animal. The distance between the transducer and
lung surface does not vary by more than 1–2 mm beca
the water filled stand-off tank is placed gently on the ra
lateral aspect, thus limiting chest expansion in that direct
The 26-dB depth of focus is 5.9 mm so the lung surfa
remains within the focal region for all three inflation state
Also, the orientation of the chest wall surface in contact w
the water filled stand-off tank does not visually change a
function of breathing. Because the chest wall surface and
lung surface track each other, the orientation between
beam axis and the pleural surface does not change. Th
fore, the observations and findings reported herein are
believed to be a function of lung surface orientation or po
tion relative to the ultrasonic field.
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